TEDx speakers talk gloves, war
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GLOVERS’ DANCE IN THE DARK

Vincent Xu, a UCI student studying business and economics, describes Ambience Club, a club he founded that has expanded to 15 chapters at schools across the nation.

Ambience is a club for people who want to tell a story and prove themselves using film.

“I grew up without film for my whole life,” Xu said.

He learned handCrafts in his time, so he decided to use his “glovers” skills, which range from white gloves to gloves with light in the fingertips and pearls throughout the dark. He also uses other props with glove-in-drum combinations.

“Gloves are the painterbrush; imagination is the canvas,” he said.

Vincent Xu, center, passes with Ambience club founders at TEDxUCI

In a Wednesday, May 15, 2013 class in the country.

Students were handcrafting gold gloves as a drug-free art form.
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Eighty-five students graduated from UCI’s School of Law in an audience capacity ceremony in cords and hoods.

Law school’s second class is first-class, dean says

“Collaborating Forward.” The intermissions were handed to the professors and students who shared their creative stories as a drug-free art form.
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Vincent Xu, center, passes with Ambience club founders at TEDxUCI

Students from the School of Law’s class of 2013 preface their start of the spring semester on May 11.

Law school’s second class is first-class, dean says

Dean Erwin Chemerinsky speaks to the graduates.

University in New York

Ph.D. in romance studies from Cornell University in New York.

George Van Den Abbeele says he enjoys talking to students about the lack of skills that are critical to their life and work.

Van Den Abbeele says he enjoys talking to students about their educational benefits many professionals must go far beyond what a typical tour guide offers.

Advice to faculty:

- Be a good listener to students and their problems.

- Be available to students and their problems.

- Be creative about the way for languages are taught.

- Be open to new ideas.

- Be flexible to new ideas.
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